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Harini Nagendra

Lessons From Kerala Floods Should Pave the Way for
a Better Environment Policy

science.thewire.in/environment/lessons-from-kerala-floods-should-pave-the-way-for-a-better-environment-policy

Media call it the worst flood of the century in the region. After more than two weeks of

relentless rain, Kerala, a state at the southern tip of India, known internationally for its

scenic green landscapes, touristic spots and backwaters, is left with over 1 million people

in relief camps, and close to 400 reported dead – the number is expected to be much

higher, as many areas remain inaccessible.

In the mountainous Coorg or Kodagu district in the neighbouring state of Karnataka,

thousands of people have been marooned because of torrential rains. Exacerbated by

landslides in hilly terrain, flooding has led to the destruction of homes, bridges, road

networks and industries.

Far from being a surprise, the possibility of such devastation was highlighted several years

ago.

The nee to change our development approach

In 2011, the Western Ghats Ecology Expert Panel, chaired by the internationally

renowned ecologist Madhav Gadgil, submitted a report to the Indian Ministry of

Environment and Forests. The report warned that an ill-thought focus on development

was impacting the sustainability of the Western Ghats hill chain, one of the world’s most

biodiverse areas that runs along the west coast of India. The expert report urged a number

of states, including Karnataka and Kerala, to adopt an approach of thoughtful

conservation, limiting activities such as quarrying, dams and construction near protected

forests in hilly areas. The report was rejected by the Ministry as well as by both states.

https://science.thewire.in/environment/lessons-from-kerala-floods-should-pave-the-way-for-a-better-environment-policy/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/floods-wash-over-southern-india-displacing-800-000-1534673105
https://scroll.in/article/891317/in-keralas-attappady-relief-workers-struggle-to-reach-adivasis-in-remote-forest-areas
http://www.moef.nic.in/downloads/public-information/wg-23052012.pdf
https://www.indiatoday.in/kerala-floods/story/kerala-floods-is-man-made-calamity-madhav-gadgil-1316713-2018-08-17
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With the experience of hindsight, it is clear that the worst flood damage took place in

those regions where the Gadgil committee recommended protection.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/PaDiU7xQKj8

In Kodagu, for instance, tens to hundreds of thousands of large trees were felled in 2015

to construct a high-tension electric wire line. Uncontrolled sand mining has constrained

river flows, while the rapid spread of high-rise buildings on unstable hill slopes has

weakened the soil. This unplanned development has left the area susceptible to flash

floods and landslides, caused by a combination of tree felling on steep hillslopes and

heavy rainfall.

Airports built on water bodies

The flooding of the Kochi airport is another example of poor planning leading to

disastrous outcomes. The airport was built on the paddy fields and wetlands adjacent to

the Periyar river, and extends up to the banks of the river on one side.

The longest river in Kerala, it has a number of dams – some of which had to be opened to

release water during the rains. The airport was badly hit, with estimated economic costs

of at least Rs 500 crores because of its forced closure for several days.

The Periyar river is not the only one that has been dammed. The state of Kerala has

44 rivers with a total of 61 dams. Many had to be opened across Kerala as they were

dangerously full – a step that, while essential during a time of emergency, contributed to

the heavy flooding. A 2017 report by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India

warned that not a single one of these dams had an emergency action plan in place for

disaster management. Pre- and post-monsoon safety inspections had not been carried out

for any of these dams either.

https://youtu.be/PaDiU7xQKj8
https://bangaloremirror.indiatimes.com/bangalore/cover-story/power-grid-corporation-of-india-nought-axe-green-activists-central-power-research-institute-indian-institute-of-science-dasara-elephant/articleshow/43742645.cms
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/kerala/kerala-rains-floods-and-flood-relief-operations-live-updates/article24734795.ece
https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/natural-disasters/kerala-floods-what-to-expect-when-none-of-the-61-dams-have-any-emergency-plan--61416
https://cag.gov.in/sites/default/files/audit_report_files/Report_No.10_of_2017_-_Performance_audit_Union_Government_Schemes_for_Flood_Control_and_Flood_Forecasting_Reports_of_Ministry_of_Water_Resources%2C_River_Development_%26_Ganga_Rejuven.pdf
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Given how likely it is that coastal and riverine cities will experience flooding in coming

years, you would think we know better than to build airports near bodies of water. Yet

Kochi airport is not an exception. The runways of the Mumbai airport have been built

over the Mithi river, and the airport is located on a reclaimed pond. One of the runways of

the Chennai airport extends over the Adyar river, affecting its long-term safety and

stability.

It is no surprise that these airports, which are among the busiest in India, frequently flood

when the rains are heavy – leading to large-scale economic losses. Yet the new Navi

Mumbai airport is coming up in an equally unsuitable location on coastal wetlands.

Reversing the trend

In the era of climate change we have just entered, extreme rainfall events are going to

become increasingly common. Uncontrolled growth at the expense of the environment

will severely exacerbate the impacts of climate change. Our cities are simply not prepared

for extreme weather events. The recent collapse of a bridge in Genoa, killing at least

43 people, is linked to poor maintenance, but also to heavy rainfall.

Certain types of infrastructure may be less suitable to some contexts in a changing climate

scenario. Wildfires in California cause extensive damage to private property because

many cities are extending their boundaries into forest areas. As local climate becomes

hotter and drier, with fires becoming more likely, new homes are being built in areas that

are highly susceptible to fire instead of less exposed locations.

Some cities are seeking to reverse this trajectory of unplanned construction. Nairobi is in

the midst of an extensive demolition drive, uprooting thousands of buildings built on

riparian land that choke the flow of water and contribute to severe annual floods.

In Seoul, between 2002-2005, the city municipality tore up an elevated highway that had

been built over the Cheonggyecheon stream. This internationally famous urban-renewal

project reduced traffic, reduced air pollution and cut the urban heat-island effect. In

Yonkers, New York, an ongoing project aims to restore the buried Saw Mill river.

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Airports-on-lakes-runways-on-rivers/articleshow/50114922.cms
https://www.thenewsminute.com/article/warnings-not-build-runway-over-adyar-river-ignored-that%E2%80%99s-why-chennai-airport-sunk-36664
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/genoa-bridge-collapse-22-dead-as-morandi-bridge-in-italy-crumbles-in-torrential-rainfall-a3911131.html
https://theconversation.com/wildfires-are-inevitable-increasing-home-losses-fatalities-and-costs-are-not-101295
https://www.nation.co.ke/counties/nairobi/Dozens-of-structures-demolished-in-Nairobi-/1954174-4723042-4ym8l0z/index.html
https://inhabitat.com/how-the-cheonggyecheon-river-urban-design-restored-the-green-heart-of-seoul/
https://ny.curbed.com/2016/12/15/13963898/yonkers-saw-mill-river-photo-essay
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Millions of dollars have been invested to rehabilitate the Saw Mill River in the state of New York and

bring nature back in the city, August 2016. Credit: Jim Henderson/Wikimedia, CC BY-NC

Similar urban river daylighting projects are gaining traction in cities around the world.

Zurich has been an early pioneer, developing the Bachkonzept (stream concept) to create,

restore and uncover a number of streams and springs. London, which built over a number

of famous rivers, has now uncovered and restored a number of these waterways, while

Sheffield, having experimented with daylighting, is now considering uncovering sections

of the local Sheaf river.

The demonstrated ecological and environmental benefits are clear – as are the social and

economic returns. For example, Seoul’s iconic Cheonggyecheon stream restoration led to

a more than six-fold increase in biodiversity, a 35% decrease in air pollution and a growth

in property prices that is double of that in other parts of the city.

https://www.thenatureofcities.com/2015/03/17/daylighting-and-restoring-urban-streams-ponds-and-wetlands-can-provide-huge-ecological-and-social-benefits-are-such-restorations-worth-it-what-are-the-pitfalls-how-can-we-demonstrate-these-ben/
http://eprints.whiterose.ac.uk/75871/7/Captured_Streams_and_Springs_in_Combined_Sewers_Broadhead_wr.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/09/daylighting-is-a-new-trend-that-s-transforming-cities/
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2017/aug/29/river-runs-global-movement-daylight-urban-rivers
https://landscapeperformance.org/case-study-briefs/cheonggyecheon-stream-restoration
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Investment in the Cheonggyecheon stream is amply repaid many times over in economic security and

growth, local health and quality of life. Credit: riNux/Flickr, CC BY 2.0

The restored stream attracts tens of thousands of visitors daily who contribute

significantly to local economy. Such ideas of restoration need to become more

widespread, and embedded in routine climate change and disaster management planning.

The investment made is amply repaid many times over in economic security and growth,

biodiversity, local health and quality of life, and resilience against future disasters.

Once the emergency relief is attended to, Kochi and Kodagu would do well to use their

recent experience as a warning of future disasters to come in a world of increasingly

uncertain climate. 

 

The focus must be on long-term restoration projects that can reverse some of the

environmental and ecological damage that has led to the current situation. But such

learning need not be confined to the areas that have experienced the worst. The rest of the

world has much to learn as well.

Harini Nagendra, Professor of Sustainability, Azim Premji University

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the original article.
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